
TNS celebrates success at ReFuel Forum
APAC & ANZ 2024 with the launch of
Complete Commerce
The new End-to-End Payments Solutions Stack leverages TNS’ Accept, Connect and
Orchestrate portfolios to offer full-stack payment and network capability.

Transaction Network Services (TNS) was present at the latest edition of ReFuel Forum APAC & ANZ,
held in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. The event provided a platform to delve into the evolving trends
influencing the fuel and convenience store market in the region and TNS seized the opportunity to
unveil its latest offering: Complete Commerce.

Industry leaders and international suppliers convened at the event for two days dedicated to
networking with peers and exploring cutting-edge retail technologies. Attendees were able to share
their ideas through a streamlined meeting format, prioritizing quick learning about the diverse
business solutions showcased at the event and the opportunities across the region.
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At the Forum, participants had a first look at Complete Commerce, the latest addition to TNS’
portfolio. This solution is designed to streamline payment processes by providing a unified solution,
thereby lowering the overall cost of ownership for retailers' technological infrastructure. John Tait,
Global Managing Director of TNS Payments Market, was present at the gathering to give more details
about the company’s newest launch.

“Complete Commerce solution enables large enterprises to accept any payment transaction with our
terminals or online solutions, securely connect point-of-sale terminals, systems and retail stores with
our managed network service solutions and orchestrate and processes payment transactions via our
cloud-native platform”, described Tait.

Previously, fuel and convenience retailers would need to deploy a combination of solutions with siloed
partners and fragmented payments technologies for IPTs, OPTs at the pump, payment processing
gateways, and networking solutions in addition to having a fixed acquirer and other vendors to
support the forecourt technical environment. TNS’ extensive network intersects with acquirers,
processors, loyalty, and alternative payment providers across the globe to facilitate mission critical
payment message transmission.

The TNS cloud native payment orchestration stack with rich functionality allows payments to be
processed real time to multiple endpoints across the globe. Complete Commerce is also supported by
the latest security standards across payments and network connectivity including PCI DSS
certification, PCI P2PE validation, and PCI PTS v6.x devices.

“The combination of TNS’ portfolios allows us to provide enterprises with unique insights through TNS’
portals, monitoring and measuring transactions across the full enterprise commerce ecosystem,”
added Tait.

The solution leverages TNS’ Accept, Connect, and Orchestrate payment portfolios, TNS’ global
footprint, and decades of payment industry expertise to deliver a unique, single partner enterprise
capability for running mission critical payments infrastructure.

TNS is a global leader in providing payment terminals, security, and payment orchestration services
but a transaction cannot be processed without connectivity. The company enables around 35 billion
payment transactions around the world each year for the largest acquirers and financial institutions.
To learn more, visit the TNS website. 
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